
Learning Assessment Committee Meeting
Friday, 5-9-13, 2013

2:00 - 3:40pm in F170/Conference Rm

Present: Vina Cera, Cheli Fossum, Ann McMurdo, David Mitchell, Karolyn van 
Putten, Kathy Williamson

- Reviewed minutes from last 2 meetings: approved 
- Agenda Review: decided to spend most time on TaskStream (TS) reviewing, 

preparation for TS workshop, LAC goals, 
- and agenda #3: so far, almost no requests for stipends and haven't heard re 

release time increase
: IE Cte. didn't include what we told ACCJC we'd be doing with regard to research 

(hiring a researcher). When brought to President's attention, were told 
that the new position for classified was for TS entry - this was not what 
we asked for & not what we need to improve SLO assessment. We'd 
asked  to hire a Director of Research & Institutional Planning, to ensure 
SLO data driven decision making in planning & strategy 

- they also claimed we will be at proficiency level at the end of 2014 
- VPI Cohen, when asked about the increase in SLOAC to 1.5, seemed to be in 

full agreement with this 
  - we need VPI Cohen to put in writing about the college being committed to this

- President signed the above statements to the accreditation board
Reviewing:
- have only 10 pages to review currently
-we will review Thurs., the 30th at 10am - noon in L104

-we'll meet at front door
- TS workshop at Louis' Machine Tech lab - Math lab will be for overflow - Kathy 

says math tech will be available - we'll start at 10am
- Karolyn will send out announcements - will ask for rsvp for lunch - 2 

announcements: 1 for 'save the date,' & 1 for a reminder - Evelyn will 
create another flyer

Goals:
- Evelyn: how can the college ensure all students have actually achieved 

informational literacy competency?
goal: develop a method to ensure that all students completing a degree achieve/

meet informational literacy competency that is embedded  in the 
standards

- librarians say Eng. 1A has this component & successfull passing ensures this 
goal 

goal:  more announcements of any 'assessment' nature - frequency to be 
determined

goal: exploring portfolios for Institutional/Program/Course Assessment
goal: for online course assessment: develop a process for checking online 

course assessment. TS doesn't differentiate between regular/DE 
courses - maybe we could somehow ID online course sections & 
determine their degree of assessment participation

goal: ILOs: In Foothill College's 2A section, on goals list, add these to 2a
- do we have too many goals?
- we can prioritize - need to do DE
- Foothill College - looked at their Program Review (we get our template from the 

District)
- TS has a great reporting function we can use 
- we have to do the data-driven thing, BUT...



- we also need active engagement of IE cte. to make this happen
- this increases our difficulty - IE cte. cooperation depends on who's on the 

cte. and who will be chairing - we won't know who VPI/co-chair, 
membership will be until the fall

- IE is a college governance cte.
- Evelyn suggested that Unit Plans should be reviewed over the summer
- who'll do it? administrators, Senate President?
- Evelyn volunteered to develop form, - wants to align Unit Plan w/Program 

Review, so overlapping information would be easily extracted - 
- both forms (Program Review & Unit Plan) should be done at the same time
- who normally does this? Office of Educational Services - DAS is in recess 

during summer
- new VC of Ed Services will not be in position to make this change so it can't be 

started before fall, etc.
- what can we do under the circumstances & how can it be endorsed?
- but Unit Plans are usually done in fall, we need to add this to our goals…
- we need to look at existing Unit Plan during fall - would be adding #2, secion 2: 

SLO assessment & reflection - need to add TS data to Unit Plan
Evelyn: need to have it already as a plan to show for our self evaluation
- it's not a good idea to do self evaluations same time as Prog. Review - so since 

next year is a Unit Plan year, we should be doing self study at this 
same time - a better combination than with Program Review

- 6/4/13 has been suggested as end-of-year retreat. this would be the place to 
make this case

- as to adding #2 questions & adding TS data….
- senate leadership should agree that we make those changes and have 

them ready 
- what would be the TimeLine? at retreat? or agreement between college 

administration & senate for this coming fall
strategy - talk it up at retreat or we have a suggestion to add these 2 things 

#6: Tina wanted to know what can be done to regain assessment momentum, 
what's happening

Kathy: Math dept. waiting till end of year to coordinate planning w/assessment 
results

- CIS, Culinary, Journalism, Japanese are not moving much to date
- Kathy & David are still available for consulting
- they find that previously helped faculty are getting more independent, eg. Music, 

Business, Art
- Eng. no longer doing exit exam - are in turmoil
- now that accreditation team visit has passed, there's less interest - if we 

embedded  these questions into Program Review, it could motivate 
faculty - we need to push these concepts first at retreat, then at first 
senate meeting in the  fall….

Evelyn: says Laney never approved format of Unit Plans at a senate meeting
- senate should be making this recommendation - but we can talk about it 

with college
- what should we do officially about installing new chairs next year? Karolyn sent 

VPI a message to make an announcement for people to apply,
- so David, Kathy & Cheli will have to apply


